THE CAT SYSTEM SOLUTION
DESIGNED TO PROTECT YOUR EQUIPMENT
You invested in top-quality Cat® equipment. Why choose
low-quality maintenance parts that wear down its components?
For more than 30 years, Caterpillar has been optimizing the three
aspects critical to machine health: filters, fluids and S.O.SSM Fluid
Analysis, together leading to longer-lasting components and the
lowest owning and operating costs. We call this the Cat
System Solution.
“ I've seen large machines that have 60,000
hours and still operating 24/7. It's just
amazing to me how well they are protected
when they use our systems.”
Hind Abi-Akar, Product Specialist

THE FLUID ANALYSIS
DIFFERENCE
Fluids are the lifeblood of your equipment, so using
the right fluid is step one in maximizing system
health. The second is Cat S.O.S Fluid Analysis, a
routine check-up for your oil, coolant and equipment.
With regular fluid analysis, you can extend
drain intervals, avoid costly failures by identifying
contaminants early and ultimately help your
equipment thrive.

CAT SYSTEM SOLUTION

CAT FLUIDS
Lubricate critical
components, protecting
system performance
S.O.S FLUID ANALYSIS
Provides data & insight into fluid
& equipment health

CAT FILTERS
Capture harmful
particles & maintain
system cleanliness

SAVINGS FROM THE JOB SITE

THE PROOF OF THE
SYSTEM SOLUTION
When you invest in top-quality products, the results show.
Here’s how Cat filters and fluids, when paired with S.O.S Fluid
Analysis, perform in the field.

DECREASED OIL CONSUMPTION
BY MORE THAN 50%

CAT FUEL FILTERS
Testing has shown using anything other than a Cat fuel filter
compromises and shortens injector life.

EXTENDED OIL DRAIN
INTERVALS BY 2.5X

Longer Injector Life
100%

Cat
Standard

One Cat oil and gas customer used to service their fleet of
210 Prime Gensets with an industry standard engine oil and
a blend of filter brands. They switched to the Cat System
Solution, introducing Cat filters, Cat Diesel Engine Oil (DEO)
and regular S.O.S Fluid Analysis. With all components working
in lock step, the savings stacked up.

SAVED $130,000 ON FILTERS
AND FLUIDS ANNUALLY

36%

CAT AIR FILTERS
Cat UHE air filters provide superior protection and extended
piston ring life, outperforming other standard filter brands.

Longer Piston Ring Life
Cat

100%

Standard

47%

CAT FLUIDS
Cat DEO-ULS exceeds CK-4 industry requirements, protecting
your engine from expensive wear.

Protection Against Engine Wear
Cat
Standard

100%
32%

DON’T GO IT ALONE
The Cat dealer network provides the parts and service solutions you need to keep your whole system — and fleet —
operating at optimal levels. For hassle-free machine ownership, ask your dealer about a Customer Value Agreement
(CVA). It’s a simple way to get Cat filters, fluids and S.O.S Fluid Analysis in one easy plan.
TAKE A CLOSER LOOK at Cat.com/filtersandfluids

